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EDITORIAL

Happy Deepavali!

Happy Deepavali to all my
family and friends. Deepavali
also known as festival of
lights and during this
festival, people light up their
houses with Diyas (small cup
-shaped oil lamp made of
baked clay). It Is a symbol of
victory of good over evil. We
worship the Lord Ganesha for welfare and prosperity
and Goddess Lakshmi for wealth and wisdom. This year
Deepavali was celebrated joyfully.
In the morning, we had oil massage and had our
shower. We wore our new clothes and went to our
prayer room and prayed. Then, we went to the temple
for morning prayer.
Before that, I already prepared the morning breakfast
and a full meal for lunch. What is Deepavali without
chicken and mutton? My signature dishes are mutton
gravy and spicy chicken sambal. These dishes were the
hot deal of the day. My family and I had our lunch
together. I packed food for my dearest friends who are
staying nearby, because I did not invite anyone to my
house. We were unsure whether it is safe to invite
families and friends during the pandemic.
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Murukku - not
forgetting the first
thing will come to
my mind when it is
Deepavali. I made
murukku, Achu
Murukku and a few
types of cookies.
Since it is festival of
lights, we lighted up
Diyas (oil lamp) on
the house balcony.
This year Deepavali
brings much more
joy, and I could feel how everyone gets to see their
family and loved ones after being locked down for
almost 2 years.

With that, I wish everyone Happy
Deepavali, Stay Blessed! Stay Safe!
- Ms. Rathi
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Poem!
Deepavali is best for crackers, Colours and more!!
Poem By Athaliya Year 5
When Lord Rama came back after 14 years we celebrate Diwali,
We spend time with our friends and family.
The festival of lights is wonderful and colourful,
And the Rangoli is big and beautiful.
The Diya’s are bright and pretty,
And the light is always steady.
We love Deepavali in celebration of the Lord Rama,
We are inspired by creative plays and dramas.

Aabha—Year 2

Let’s light up every home and heart,
With colours of joy and art…

Deepavali Celebration - Malaysia vs India

Malaysia
 Deepavali is a festival celebrated by Indians living
in Malaysia. Houses and streets of Malaysia are
adorned with colourful lights and oil lamps.
 The day starts off by taking a bath with oil and
praying.
 Deepavali is a day for people of all races and religions getting together with lively open houses, fireworks displays and a wide range of Indian delicacies.
 Later during the day processions, street-fairs, fireworks and get-togethers take place.

Sudeeksha Year 5

India
 In India, one of the most significant festivals is
Diwali, or the Festival of Lights.
 It's a five-day celebration that includes good
food, fireworks, colored sand, and special candles.
 During Diwali, people wear their finest clothes,
illuminate the interior and exterior of their homes
with diyas and rangoli
 perform worship ceremonies of Lakshmi, the
goddess of prosperity and wealth, light fireworks,
and partake in family feasts, where mithai (sweets)
and gifts are shared.
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Burn, Crack, Crackers!

By: K. Laasya Sree ( Year 8 )

Crackers are the main part during Diwali. When the rocket flies high and bursts open into an umbrella
of colourful embers, people from the ground watch this spectacle in awe, the beauty raining down towards
them. The children quickly light up a fire wheel which dances on the floor, just as a couple of noisy bombs go
off in the background. Crackers of varied colors and sounds fill the skies heralding India's favourite festival.
Every year Diwali arrives in all its sound and sparkle. When there are no crackers to burn, it is a sad period of
time for that house. Crackers create a sense of merrymaking. It creates a thunderous commotion which
causes head - splitting for the elders. In terms of pollution, burning crackers causes global warming. It
increases heat, carbon dioxide and many toxic gases in the atmosphere, which causes rise in temperature of
earth and polluted air. Nevertheless, burning crackers kills mosquitoes as it produces a huge amount of heat
and light which is intolerable for the mosquitoes and they may die ; and crackers play a significant role in
modern technological arms and ammunition. There are just four steps to have a joyous celebration.

Light Up! ..... Smoke! ….. Burn! ...... Sound! ........

Light Up!

Smoke!

Delightful
Pictures
Burn!
Sound!

Diwali symbolises the triumph of the good over evil continues to be grandiose in spirit and celebrated
throughout the country. Firecrackers add to the festivities and as the rows of lamps glow one can hear the
crackers go off and see the sparkles being waved by children and adults alike. This makes the whole world be
filled with light, love and joy.
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The story behind the festival of lights—Diwali
Diwali is a festival of lights and one of the major festivals celebrated
by Hindus, Jains, Sikhs and some Buddhists, notably Newar Buddhists.
The festival usually lasts five days and is celebrated during the Hindu
lunisolar month Kartik. This festival is celebrated when Lord Rama
comes back to Ayodhya with Goddess Sita and his brother
Lakshmana.

But do you know the story behind Diwali?
So, the story is …
Thousands of years ago, in the city of Ayodhya, there was a wise and good king named Dasaratha who ruled along with his
three queens and four princes. The eldest, Ram and his beautiful wife, Sita, lived happily along with his other prince brothers
and their wives. But one of King Dasaratha’s wives was jealous of Ram and demanded that he be exiled to the forest for 14
years so that her son, Bharat, be made king.
Having once promised his wife to fulfil any wish of hers, the helpless king exiled Ram to the forest. And so, Ram set off on foot
accompanied by his loving wife Sita, and loyal younger brother, Lakshman.
A few years into their exile, a demoness named Surpanakha saw Ram and fell for his looks. She asked Ram to marry her. Ram
refused and asked her to go to Lakshman instead. But Lakshman also refused. Enraged, Surpanakha showed her true form and
Lakshman cut off her nose and ears.
The demoness went wailing to her brother who was none other than Ravan, the demon King of Lanka. Ravan was furious and
swore revenge. With the help of another demon who took the form of a golden deer, he distracted Ram and Lakshman and
kidnapped Sita from their hut.
When Ram and Lakshman returned, Sita was missing! They realised that something bad had happened while they were gone
and immediately rushed to find her.
On their way, they came across an army of monkeys and bears that agreed to help them. Among them was a monkey named
Hanuman who had once vowed to be at Ram’s service. Now Hanuman was no ordinary monkey. He could fly over mountains,
change size at will and had superhuman strength. He had the power to leap across oceans in a single stride. So obviously, he
ended up being Ram’s strongest ally.
It was Hanuman who finally found Sita, imprisoned in one of Ravan’s beautiful gardens. Hanuman reassured Sita that Ram
would be here soon to rescue her. He came back to Ram with Sita’s whereabouts and the army of monkeys, bears and men
marched to Lanka.
Soon, a great battle started between two mighty armies and Ram’s soldiers managed to kill all the demons, except one –
Ravan.
The battle was now between Ram and Ravan. He gave Ravan one last chance to apologise and return Sita. Ravan instead
rained down weapons on him. Ram too fought back relentlessly but despite all his efforts, nothing seemed to kill Ravan.
Finally, Ravan’s brother Vibheeshan told Ram that Ravan’s weakest point was in his navel. Using an arrow given to him by the
gods, Ram shot Ravan in the navel and killed him instantly.
And so, Ram and his love,Sita, were finally reunited.
Soon after, upon completion of their 14 years in exile, Ram, Sita and Lakshman returned home to find the entire city waiting
for them! The streets were decorated with flowers and lamps and there was happiness everywhere
And this is why every year on Diwali, you see the streets, homes and offices lit up with lamps, like the
city of Ayodhya, in celebration of Ram and Sita’s homecoming.

- Nandini Maheshwari (Year 8)
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Activities!
Deetya - Year 2B
1. l s F t i e a v
2. e l e b t C r e a
Lak-

shitha—Year 6

Story Of Diwali!

3. m o c t s u
4. s i t V i
5. s g h t L i
6. t r V a n b i
7. C l o u o r l u f
8. D e p e a i l v
9. t e e S w s
10. s u o J y o
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Aadya—Year 2A

Answers!
Activity 1
1.

Festival

2. Celebrate
3. Custom
4. Visit
5. Lights
6. Vibrant
7. Colourful
8. Deepavali
9. Sweets
10. Joyous

Activity 2
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STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS
Sardar Valla Bhai Patel Art Competition
By Thilagah and Colin

The National Unity Day in India is celebrated on the 31st of October since it was introduced by the
Government of India in 2014. The National Unity Day, also known as Rashtrya Ekta Divas depicts the birth
of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel who played a major role in leading the country towards independence and the
unity of its citizens. Therefore, the VIS family has organized an arts competition in honor of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel or the “Iron Man”. Congratulations to all winners for their artistic touch!
The winners are listed below:

1st place:
Shamsunissa
(Year 7)

2nd place:
Lukesh Jai
(Year 4A)
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STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS

3rd place: Tejesh

(Year 6)

TEDEd By Zarith
Aaryan Vamshidar Gajawada, a Year 5 student of
VIS, Kuala Lumpur is an epitome of intelligence. He
has successfully integrated his musical, linguistic,
interpersonal and intrapersonal skills to propagate
positive affirmations for children through music on
an international stage organised by TEDEd recently
which has certainly made us proud. Being the
youngest ‘Teded speaker’, Aaryan who is only 9 has
proven that age is not a barrier and believing in
oneself is key.

SLC By Shamala
SLC happens on a term basis at Valley International School. It’s a great
platform to showcase the pupil’s talent and skills based on various
subjects they choose to present. VIS also believes that SLC allows
students, parents, and teachers to be involved in ongoing evaluation and
communication.
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Quizzicle 2020
By Jonathan
Our students have proudly represented us from VIS Malaysia in all fronts after tough qualifying preliminary rounds. Right from primary Year 2 to 6, competing world class knowledge with the best of TIPS
Schools in India. Athaliya and Krishvanth of Year 4 & Hruthvik and Rinish of Year 5 sealed a victorious
top two. Congratulations!

Prefectorial Board

By The Prefectorial Board
Being a prefect is about representing the school and setting an example for others. In entirety, a prefect
carries massive responsibility to uphold disciplinary standards while learning how to treat others better.
Though we are not able to carry out duties as prefects because of the pandemic, we will always have our
badge on and will respect the role given to us.

A brief presentation on the dangers of
COVID-19 when it was first discovered
here in Malaysia.
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Happy Deepavali!
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SAGA CHALLENGE Episode 2 By Adora (Year 6)

"Well, my mother's name is Rosemary too, and she also knows about the herb plant!" said Lily
proudly.
"Oh, that's great, maybe your mom would have some answers for us!" said Cassandra in excitement.
"We better hurry. It's no time until that big nasty, devious dragon comes down here!" said Lily
pointing to the dragon buried in the sight of the clouds.
The girls rush, panicking for the dragon's arrival at a small colorful house. Cassandra looked confused as she had a flashback of the past of being in that same house.
After a while of looking at the sight of where she had seen this house, to her surprise, let's say she
had known the person living there.
"Wait, I think we might be at the wrong house. This seems like my mother's friend's house," said
Cassandra scratching her head.
"What? No, this is my house, maybe they are identical? Coincidence?" said Lily with a forced face
as Casandra didn't buy it.
The screechy doorbell rang as the door lock clicked, with a familiar voice said
"Come in!"
The door is forced backward by the weak force of the door handle being pushed.
"Mum, Meet Cassandra! I haven't brought her here before as her grandmother wouldn't allow her
to. But we came here because that evil dragon you told me about, it's out there!" said Lily.
Rosemary, Lily's mom, looked at Cassandra at one glance and knew who she was.
"Cassandra!? Is that you" in a sharp voice of joy?
"Wait- Aunty Rosemary!?" giggled politely as she was happy to see someone such as back.
"Wait, you guys know each other? how?" Lilly questioned them.
"I met Cassandra here when she was just a little lad," said Rosemary, softly smiling.
"Aunt Rosemary, I think we should focus on that dragon!" said Cassandra, as she was worried
about what might happen to the world.
Rosemary said, "RUN upstairs, and Lily, you know where to find the book!"
They ran upstairs as there was a vast library with countless books, not to be surprised, but Rosemary is a bibliophile.

While searching for….

To be continued...
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In concluding, we would like to give the credits to:
Rishitha, Lead of Publisher
and teammates, Lakshmi, Sadurvetha and Megha.
Laasya, Lead of Writers
and teammates, Nandhini, Athaliya and Sudeeksha.
Lakshitha, Lead of Illustrators
and teammates, Lukesh, Vihaan, Vishvanand, Deethya, Aadya and Bhavishya.
Last but not the least, Our guest writer, Ms. Rathi
and our special thanks to Ms. Zarith, Mr. Ravi and Mr. Jonathan,
for making all this possible.!

Ravi’s links (worth checking out…)
https://ravi6662.webs.com/Rangoli.pdf
https://ravi6662.webs.com/Rangoli1.jpg
https://ravi6662.webs.com/Rangoli2.jpg
https://ravi6662.webs.com/Rangoli3.jpg
https://ravi6662.webs.com/Rangoli4.jpg
https://ravi6662.webs.com/Rangoli5.jpg
https://ravi6662.webs.com/Rangoli6.jpg

Youtube links to celebrate Deepavali. (in case you missed it)
https://youtu.be/zcP94bvrAXg < PYP
https://youtu.be/C8y8N0aoJUs < MYP
https://youtu.be/3AqIZ5UmbpE < Teachers
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